MEDIA ALERT

It’s love at first bite with Macca’s Chicken McNuggets Valentine’s
special

Thursday 10 February 2022, Australia: Macca’s is spreading the love this Valentine’s with a special,
limited-edition Chicken McNuggets box.
In case you need any more reason to enjoy Maccas’ famous Chicken McNuggets, the Valentine’s Day
box will be available until 16 February. It holds six Chicken McNuggets and is the perfect way to spread
the lovin’ this year.
Amanda Nakad, Marketing Director, McDonald’s Australia, said: “We know how much Macca’s fans
love our Chicken McNuggets, so what better way to spread the love this Valentine’s Day than with our
most romantic box yet.
“Whether you’re dropping in for a quick bite, picking up dinner for a Galentine’s Day gathering, or
using McDelivery to send treats to someone special, Macca’s has you covered this Valentine’s Day.”
In more Chicken McNugget news, Macca’s will be offering 40-pieces of Chicken McNuggets to cater
for those bigger sharing moments, from 16 February onwards.
There will also be a new sauce added to Macca’s famous line up of condiments - the Spicy Sticky BBQ
Sauce is a combination of a classic sweet barbecue flavour with a blend of chilli and spices, available
from 16 February for a limited time only.
The Chicken McNugget Valentine’s box will be available from 9-16 February, in restaurants nationwide
including via McDelivery.
The 40-pieces of McNuggets and Spicy Sticky BBQ Sauce will be available from 16 February, in
restaurants including via McDelivery.
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For more information, please contact Mango Communications:
Laura Durand | Laura.Durand@thisismango.com.au | 0451 969 108
Sarah Meenan | sarah.meenan@thisismango.com.au | 0434 672 260

About McDonald’s Australia:
Australia’s first McDonald’s restaurant opened in Yagoona, Sydney, in 1971. Today there are over
1,000 McDonald’s restaurants across Australia, nearly 85 percent of which are franchised and run by
local businessmen and women. The organisation employs more than 105,000 people in restaurants
and corporate offices Australia-wide and is the largest employer of youth in the country.
McDonald’s creates more than 3,000 new jobs each year and spends over $40 million per annum on
training and people development.
For more information, visit www.mcdonalds.com.au or McDonald’s social
channels: Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, TikTok or YouTube.

